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minneapolis talking about
AIDS and risk prevention with youth
can be very difficult

in spite of all the obstacles inin this
area a group of native teenagersteen agers
have decided to take on the challenge
As a way to reach out to indian youth
the minnesota american indians AIDS
task force has begun touring an adap-
tation of the play star in the sksky
originally commissioned by alzlwhiteite
earth reservation AIDS education

stars inin the sky describes what
happens to students in school when a
rumor spreads that one of them has
AIDS

the actors and actresses have been
preparing all summer on the play
their training isis threefoldthree fold As part of
their dramatic training the teens par
tiupatedticipatedtiu pated in an intense week of
workworkshopshops with spiderwomanspiderwornanSpiderwomanwornan theater
personnel rigorous rehearsals with the
play s director maggie kazel and
visited other twin city theatheatersterN and
productions

thefhe second part oftheirot their preparation
wasas peer education training and sup
port through discussion and through
talking circles intensive AIDS educa-
tion included conversations with
carole LaI1 tavor ojibwa woman liv
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ing with AIDS and finally they
received spiritual support from
spiritual advisor jim clairmont

the play has been a strenuous and
educational experience for the cast in
a variety of ways most of the actors
said that their confidence has increased
significantly that they have learned to
appreciate individual differences

work out conflicts and how to build
trust among the cast members

A 16 year old member of the cast
said she was learning more about her
culture and that knowing about your
heritage is important because it gives
you a sense of pride

talking circles and the use of sage
are both traditions they have learned
more about and practiced more since
beginning work on the play

A great deal of effort has been put
into breaking harmful stereotypes ig-
norance and discrimination

it was my first experience with

gays or lesbians said a cast member
the teens said they expected that a

person with AIDS would looktook dif-
ferent or sick but realized this to be
false after meeting with lafavor she
helped them all realize that AIDS is
I1 I1 real

the cast is preparing for their
scheduled appearance at the national
indian education association con-
ference in san diego this month

those who want more information
on the play may call the minnesota
american indian AIDS task force
612 8701723870 1723


